FURTHER, FASTER, WHEREVER.

Take the long way home: the most versatile bike in our lineup, the Krypton keeps your legs fresh over any distance and any surface. With increased tire clearance, a downtube storage compartment to carry tools and gear, and shorter chainstays, the Krypton offers a more reactive and responsive ride, from pure tarmac to off-piste.

Steady on the rough, sharp on the smooth, and flat out fast over the long haul, the new Krypton is a refined ride for any road.

* 35c with fenders / 35c with Shimano Di2 (Dura Ace or Ultegra) / 38c with SRAM AXS / 40c with Shimano GRX, SRAM AXS Wide, 1x and mech.

Also available
NEW 365A - Indiscent Charcoal, Gloss
NEW 365B - Frostbite Blue, Gloss

Photos are for illustrative purposes only. Product not necessarily sold as shown.
**BUILD OPTIONS SPECS**

**Kit 2 eTap · SRAM Force AXS**
- FRONT DERAILLEUR: SRAM Force eTap AXS
- REAR DERAILLEUR: SRAM Force eTap AXS (MAX 33T)
- SHIFTERS: SRAM Force eTap AXS
- BRAKE CALIPERS: SRAM Force eTap AXS
- ROTORS: SRAM Centerlock Centerline XR / F:160mm R:140mm
- CRANKSET: SRAM DUB 48/35
- BB: TOKEN DUB T47
- CHAIN: SRAM Force 12s 114L
- CASSETTE: SRAM XG 1270 10-33 XDR
- HEADSET: FSA SRS with 3D
c- FRONT RIDE: FSA SL-K
c- HANDLEBAR: FSA Energy SCR Compact
c- BAR TAPE: Ciclovation Leather Touch Tornado Gloss
c- SADDLE: Repente Quasar
- SEATPOST: Argon 18 Carbon
c- TIRES: Vittoria Zaffiro 700x30c
c- WHEELSET: Hunt 4 Season DISC with XDR

**Kit 3 eTap-1 · SRAM Rival AXS**
- FRONT DERAILLEUR: SRAM Rival eTap AXS
- REAR DERAILLEUR: SRAM Rival eTap AXS MAX 36T
- SHIFTERS: SRAM Rival eTap AXS
- BRAKE CALIPERS: SRAM Rival eTap AXS
- ROTORS: SRAM Centerlock Paceline / F:160mm R:140mm
- CRANKSET: SRAM Rival AXS DUB 48/35
- BB: TOKEN DUB T47
- CHAIN: SRAM Rival 12s 114L
- CASSETTE: SRAM Rival AXS Wide XG 1250 10-36
- HEADSET: FSA SRS with 3D
c- FRONT RIDE: FSA Energy
c- FRONT RIDE: FSA OS-167 Omega Pro
c- HANDLEBAR: FSA Omega Compact
c- BAR TAPE: Ciclovation Velvet Touch
c- SADDLE: Repente Quasar
- SEATPOST: Argon 18 Carbon
c- TIRES: Vittoria Zaffiro 700x30c
c- WHEELSET: Team 30 Clincher Centerlock XDR

**Kit 3 eTap-2 · SRAM Rival AXS**
- FRONT DERAILLEUR: SRAM Rival eTap AXS
- REAR DERAILLEUR: SRAM Rival eTap AXS MAX 36T
- SHIFTERS: SRAM Rival eTap AXS
- BRAKE CALIPERS: SRAM Rival eTap AXS
- ROTORS: SRAM Centerlock Paceline / F:160mm R:140mm
- CRANKSET: SRAM Rival AXS DUB 48/35
- BB: TOKEN DUB T47
- CHAIN: SRAM Rival 12s 114L
- CASSETTE: SRAM Rival AXS Wide XG 1250 10-36
- HEADSET: FSA SRS with 3D
c- FRONT RIDE: FSA Energy
c- FRONT RIDE: FSA OS-167 Omega Pro
c- HANDLEBAR: FSA Energy SCR Compact
c- BAR TAPE: Ciclovation Leather Touch Tornado Gloss
c- SADDLE: Repente Quasar
- SEATPOST: Argon 18 Carbon
c- TIRES: Vittoria Zaffiro 700x30c
c- WHEELSET: Hunt 4 Season DISC with XDR

**Kit 3 · SRAM Rival 22**
- FRONT DERAILLEUR: SRAM Rival 22 YAW with Chain Spotter
- REAR DERAILLEUR: SRAM Rival 22 MAX 11-32CS
- SHIFTERS: SRAM Rival HRD
- BRAKE CALIPERS: SRAM Rival HRD
- ROTORS: SRAM S1 Clean Sweep / F:160mm R:140mm
- CRANKSET: SRAM Rival 50/34
- BB: TOKEN GXP T47
- CHAIN: KMC X11 EPT
- CASSETTE: SRAM PG1130 11/32
- HEADSET: FSA SRS with 3D
c- FRONT RIDE: FSA Energy
c- FRONT RIDE: FSA OS-167 Omega Pro
c- HANDLEBAR: FSA Omega Compact
c- BAR TAPE: Prologo Paintouch black
c- SADDLE: Repente Quasar S
- SEATPOST: Argon 18 Carbon
c- TIRES: Vittoria Zaffiro 700x30c
c- WHEELSET: Vision Team TC 30 6-Bolt